The γ * → ωπ 0 transition measured at different photon virtualities already provides us with a clean test for the behaviour of the π 0 γ * γ off-shell axial anomaly at large time-like squared momenta. It also allows reliable predictions for the branching ratio of heavy quarkonium decays into ωπ 0 .
Extrapolations of the anomalous π 0 γγ vertex to virtual γ * photons are mandatory to study several physical processes. In a previous letter [1] , the Bjorken-Johnson-Low theorem [2] was applied to derive the behaviour of the matrix element for the γ * → γπ 0 transition when the incoming γ * photon is very energetic. In the present note we would like to emphasize that the related γ * → ωπ 0 form factor has already been measured at sufficiently large squared-momenta to test the predicted asymptotic behaviour of the π 0 γ * γ off-shell anomaly in the time-like region.
1. The e + e − → ωπ 0 cross section The DM2 Collaboration [3] has observed the e + e − → ωπ 0 exclusive channel up to √ s = 2.4 GeV. The associated cross section is given by
with √ s the center of mass energy and
the standard phase space factor. In Eq.(1), the γ * → ωπ 0 form factor F ωπ 0 (s) is defined as
Its momentum dependence can be extracted from the published DM2 data using the relation
The resulting γ * → ωπ 0 form factor is given in Fig.1 From the DM2 data alone, we conclude that the γ * → ωπ 0 form factor decreases rather regularly with increasing √ s. But a definite conclusion would require more data above 2.4
GeV. Fortunately, the J/ψ resonance allows us to extract one additional value of F ωπ 0 (s) at a higher value of √ s.
2. The J/ψ → ωπ 0 decay width.
The width of the quarkonium decay V Q → ωπ 0 is given by
in the rest frame of V Q . For heavy (Q = c, b, · · ·) quarkonia, this isospin-violating decay is dominated by the single (iso-triplet) photon exchange. The three-gluon exchange contributions followed by ρ − ω or η − π mixing transitions are indeed negligible for this specific channel. Consequently, the effective g V Q ωπ coupling can be expressed in terms of the γ * → ωπ 0 form factor:
with f V , the vector decay constant, defined by
and extracted from the V → e + e − leptonic decay width:
From the experimental rate [5] for J/ψ → ωπ 0 we obtain
This additional value for the γ * → ωπ 0 form factor is included in Fig.1 . It strongly suggests a rather precocious asymptotic behaviour. A straightforward use of vector meson dominance provides therefore a nice test for the behaviour of the π 0 γ * γ off-shell axial anomaly at large time-like squared momenta which has been derived [1] from the Bjorken-Johnson-
3. The γ * → γπ 0 form factor.
The BJL theorem applied to the γ * (q 1 ) → γ(q 2 )π 0 matrix element implies [1]
with f π = 131 MeV, the pseudoscalar decay constant of the pion. For the processes considered in this paper, q 1 = 0 because we work in the center of mass frame of the ωπ 0 system. If we multiply and divide the right-hand side of Eq. (10) 
namely,
We notice that our normalization is such that
is the form factor associated with the π 0 → γγ triangle anomaly [6] .
The ω−vector dominance applied to the outgoing (iso-singlet) real photon implies therefore the following asymptotic behaviour for the γ * (I = 1) → ωπ 0 form factor:
with f ω = 17.05 ± 0.28, the vector decay constant defined by Eqs. (7) and (8). As illustrated in Fig.1 , the asymptotic regime for the γ * → ωπ 0 isotriplet form factor derived from the BJL theorem (supplemented with vector dominance) is already almost saturated at the J/ψ mass scale. A crucial confirmation of this remarkable property would require the observation of heavy quarkonium decays into ωπ 0 .
4. The Υ(1S) → ωπ 0 branching ratio.
The vector decay constant f Υ = 40.0 ± 0.8 is estimated on the basis of Eq.(8). It is then straightforward to predict [7] the Υ → ωπ 0 branching ratio from Eqs. (5), (6) and (14):
Needless to say that a measured branching ratio around 10 −5 would definitively support the behaviour given in Eq. (12) for the π 0 γ * γ off-shell axial anomaly at large time-like momenta.
In conclusion, the asymptotic behaviour of the π 0 γ * γ off-shell axial anomaly at large time-like squared momenta derived in ref. [1] has been successfully tested through the study of the related π 0 γ * ω form factor measured at rather high energies. Further tests would require either data above 2.4 GeV for the e + e − → ωπ 0 process or a measurement of the Υ → ωπ 0 branching ratio at the 10 −5 level.
The asymptotic behaviour of the γπ transition form factor given in Eq. (12) is a factor 1/3 smaller than the one obtained [8] from the QCD infinite momentum frame approach for the description of the pion wave function. Consequently, the data shown in Fig.1 do not support the Brodsky-Lepage limit for time-like momentum transfers up to 9 GeV 2 .
On the other hand, the γπ transition form factor measured by the CELLO [9] and CLEO [10] Collaborations for space-like momentum transfers up to 8 GeV 2 is close to the WalshZerwas limit [11] and reproduces the Brodsky-Lepage interpolating formula [12, 13] . However, we stress again that the BJL theorem alone does not allow us to derive the asymptotic behaviour for large space-like momenta. 
